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0 1. INTRODUCTION 
Hierarchies in recursive function theory are typically constructed in 
the following manner. One starts with a basic stock I of functions, say 
the successor function, the zero function, etc. One also has some operations 
like composition, primitive recursion, etc. which yield functions from 
(one or more) given functions. Given a class C of functions already at hand, 
and an operation F, one can extend C to a new class FC, the closure 
of G under F. If G is another operation, then unless G and F commute 
PC will not be closed under G even if C itself was. Hence one can extend 
PC to GFC etc. Thus one gets a family 9 of classes obtained from the 
original stock I and some subfamily of F is our hierarchy. Hierarchies 
of Grzegorczyk, Ritchie, Cleave etc. follow this pattern. 
What is interesting about this situation is that we are really playing 
with a partial ordering of strings, already investigated by Higmsu [HI, 
and applying Higman’s results to the present situation one can immediately 
conclude that the hierarchy will necessarily be well-ordered. Moreover, 
it follows from our theorem 3.11 that if we have k closure operations, 
then the maximum ordinal for such a hierarchy is omke2. 
The present paper is divided into three sections. In this section, below, 
we shall define well-partial orderings and explain how the results of 
Higman and our own results apply to hierarchies. Section 2 is principally 
devoted to proving (theorem 2.13) that the ordinal 0(X, <) associated 
with a well-partial ordering < on X is actually reached by an extension 
<’ of <. In section 3, we go into the question of calculating 0(X, <) 
in some specific cases, including the case of strings mentioned above, 
which is needed for our application to hierarchies. 
Some further results on well-partial orderings will appear in separate 
paper by the Jongh. 
DEF. 1.1. Let (X, < ) be a partially ordered set. A subset Y C X is 
said to be closed if a E: Y and a< b imply b E Y. The closure Cl(Z) of a 
set 2 is the smallest Y 22 such that Y is closed. 
THEOREM 1.2. The following conditions on a partially ordered set 
(X, <) are equivalent: 
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(1) Every closed subset of X is the closure of a finite subset of X. 
(2) The ascending chain condition holds for closed subsets of X. 
(3) If B is any subset of X, then there is a finite Bo C B such that 
B C CZ(B& 
(4) Every infinite sequence in X has a (weakly) increasing infinite 
subsequence. 
(5) If al, as, . . . is a sequence in X, then there are i and j such that 
i<j and atGal. 
(6) < is well-founded and every subset of X of mutually incomparable 
elements is finite. 
(7) If < ’ is a linear order on X, extending <, then g ’ is a well-order. 
Theorem 1.2 is essentially theorem 2.1 of Higman [HI, (cf. also e.g., 
Kruskal [K]) . 
DEB. 1.3. A partial order (X, G) will be called a well-partial order 
(wpo) if it satisfies any (and hence all) of the conditions of theorem 1.2 
above. 
NOTATION. If (X, <) is a well-order, then IX, < I= I< 1 =the order 
type of Q. 
We shall now associate a natural ordinal with all the well-founded 
partial orderings. 
DEB. 1.4. Let (X, <) be well-founded. Then 0(X, <)=sup (IX, <‘I:<’ 
is a well-order on X extending <). If the context provides Q, then 
0(X, 9) will be written o(X). 
DEF. 1.5. Let Z*= the set of all finite strings on the alphabet .Z 
We define the embedding order 5 on Z* by letting x5 y if there exist 
strings zi(l<i<n) and yr(l<i<n+l) such that 2=zixs...xn and 
y'ylxlyz... znyn+l. (The yg, of course, may be empty and thus x 5 z holds). 
THEOREM 1.6 (Higman). If C is finite, then the embedding order _< 
on P is a wpo. 
We now indicate the connection between strings and hierarchies. If P 
is an operation on functions yielding functions and C is a class of functions 
then FC is the closure of C under F. 
LEMIMA 1.7. (a) CLFC. (b) If CCD, then FCCFD. (c) FFC=FC* 
PROOF. Trivial. 
Now let F 1, . . . , Fk be any operations from classes of functions to classes 
of functions which satisfy conditions 1.7 (a), (b) above. (It is not necessary 
that the Fg come from operations on functions themselves, nor even is 
it essential that the classes are classes of functions.) Let Z={Fl, . . ., Fk}. 
For a class C and ZE .Z* we define C, by induction on x. 
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DEF. 1.8. (a) CA = C where A is the empty string. (b) If z= Fiy, 
then C, = P&‘,. 
LEMMA 1.9. If x, YE Z*, x~y and CCD, then C,CD,, (i.e. the 
operation C, x + C, is monotone in both C and x). 
PROOF. By induction on x. 
If x = A, then C,= C CD and by 1.7(a), for all y, D 2 D,. Hence C, C D,. 
Suppose now that x=x1x2 . . . xn and y= ylxlxs . . . xnyn+l. We can assume 
that xl#A. Let x’ =x2 . . . xn, y’= ~2x2 . . . xnyn+l and y” =xlys . . . x,y,+l. 
By induction hypothesis, Cz* 2 D,,. Applying 1.7(b) several times we get 
C, C D,t,. But by 1.7(a), D,- C D,. Hence C,C D,. 
Now let I be some fixed initial class of functions. We are interested 
in classes Iz for x E Z*. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let 9 be a linearly ordered family of classes 1$. 
Then 9 is well-ordered and 19, Cl <o(Z*, I). 
PROOF. Choose a set Y C Z such that the map x--f I, is 1- 1 from 
Y onto 9. 
For x, y E Y let x Q y iff lz C IV. Then < is a linear order on Y extending 
<. By car. 2.3., < is a wpo on Y and o(Y, <)<o(Z*, i). Thus % is 
well-ordered by Land 19, Cl = 1 Y, G 1 <o( Y, <)<o(Z*r<). 
This gives us by theorem 3.11 a bound of wdk-’ for hierarchies with 
k closure operations. However, for such hierarchies, condition 1.7(c) holds 
as well and any two successive applications of the same element of Z 
collapse into one. It is not hard to see that this reduces the bound to od-‘. 
COR. 1.11. Any hierarchy obtained by means of a set of initial functions 
and closure operations has an ordinal less than o@. 
§ 2. SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF WO’S 
Throughout this section, unless otherwise stated, G, G ‘, G 1 etc. are 
well-partial orders. The main result of this section is theorem 2.13, that 
the ordinal 0(X, Q ) defined in 1.4 is actually attained by a well-order 
Q ’ extending < . 
DEF. 2.1. If XEX, then Lx(x)={y~XIx $ y}, Ux(x)=(y~XIx~y}= 
=x -Lx(x), Ix(x) = @x(x)), zcx(x) =o( Ux(x)). The subscript X will be 
dropped, if X is clear from the context. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Y be partially ordered by < 1, 2 a subset of Y and < I’ 
the restriction of G 1 to 2. Let g 2 be a partial order on 2 extending Q 1’. 
Then there is a partial order G on Y which extends both ~1 and ~2. 
PROOF. Let < be the transitive closure of < 1 u Q a. It is reflexive, 
transitive and includes both ~1 and ~2. So, suppose it is not anti- 
symmetric. Then there is a chain ~1, x2, . . . , x,,, x1 such that each element 
is related to the next one by Q 1 or G 2. Choose ?z least possible. Then, 
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since < 1, < 2 are transitive, neither was used twice in succession, and 
they must have been used alternately. Hence, n is even, and our chain 
looks like : ai < & < 1oa < &a . . . b, < ial, where al = zi and n = 2m. Since, 
for each i(1 <i gna), a$ < 2bg, at and ba are both in 2 and the whole chain 
is a chain of < 2 inside 2. This is a contradiction. Thus Q is antisymmetric 
and the required partial order. 
Con. 2.3. If (Y, G> is a WPO and 2 C Y, then (2, <) is a WJIO (as 
noted in [HI) and o(Z, <)<o(Y, 9). 
PROOF. Let 01 <o(Z, <). Then there is a linear order < ’ extending Q 
on 2 whose ordinal is >01. By 2.2 above and the fact that each partial 
order can be extended to a linear order, one can extend Q ’ to a linear 
order <” on Y which extends G on Y. Then ol<I<‘I~]g”jgo(Y, G). 
As 01 <o(Z, 9) is arbitrary, o(2, <) <o( Y, 9). 
COR. 2.4. zx(x)<o(x), ‘ux(x)<o(x). 
PROOF. Immediate from 2.3 above. 
NOTATION. If < ’ is a well-order on X and x E X, then 
and 
seg<‘(x)=(yeXly<‘x} 
lxl~‘= IsegG’( <‘r segg’(x)j. 
LEMMA 2.5. If x E X and G’ is a well-order extending G, then 
PROOF. Trivial. 
LEMMA 2.6. If o(X) is a limit number, then o(X)=sup,,x Z(z). 
PROOF. By 2.4. above o(X) >sup,,x Z(s). 
Let 01 <o(X). Then, for some linear order Q ’ extending G on X, 
IX, Q ‘I >01 and, therefore, for some x E X, IzIG’ =OL. By 2.5 above, then 
o~<Z(x). Since &co(X) is arbitrary, this implies o(X)<sup,,x Z(x). 
LEMMA 2.7. (a) If ACw” and ]A, <]<cJ, then ],-/-A, 91~~~ 
(where - is set substraction). (b) If A C md. n and ]A, < ] <,#.m; then 
IcJ-n--A, G 1 >w”(n-mm). 
PROOF. The proof is by simultaneous induction on OL for both (a), (b) 
Obvious, when a= 0. 
(1) 2.7 (a) for LY=+ 2.7 (b) for LX. Let, for each i(l<i<n), 
X,=W”.~-w”(i-l), &=A n Xi and &=X(-At. 
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Then, since IA, f 1 <&em, at most m - 1 of the Aa have type W@ and 
hence at least n-m+ 1 of the & have type wb, by 2.7. (a) for 6. But 
co”-A=B1+ . . . B,. Hence Io~--A, gI~~a(n--+l)>oO(n-m). 
(2) 2.7 (b) for OI=+ 2.7 (a) for or+l. 
Suppose A C c#+* = coa-co. Let Ai, Bt, Xg be as in (1) above. Since 
IA, < I< wd+l, there is an m such that IA, < I<Lc)@.rn. Hence 
lo”(n+m)-A, ~1 exceeds wa.n for all n. But then Io~+‘-A, <I> 
Icoa(n+m)--A, <lb We. n for all n and hence is at least c$+‘. 
(3) If y is a limit number and 2.7. (a) holds for all cu<y, then 2.7. (a) 
holds for y. For let IA, G 1 <Coy. Then there is an 01< y such that IA, < I< woL. 
Hence, for all /?(ol<p<y), IwS-A,gI=coS. Hence, for all @(o~</?<y), 
I&‘-A, <11>m8. Thus IJ-A, gl is at least co”. 
DEF. 2.8. An element II: E X such that Z(x) =0(X) will be called 
superfluous. We shall show later that superfluous elements do not exist 
in wpo’s, but for the moment we have to take into account the possibility 
that they do exist. 
LEMMA 2.9. For each (X, G ) there is a Y C X such that o(Y) =0(X) 
and Y contains no superfluous elements. 
PROOF. We define sequences X0, X1, . . . and 20, 21, . . . as follows. 
X0=X and for each n, if X, contains a superfluous element, then let 
xn be such an element and let X,+1=,5x,(x,). It is clear that, for each 
n, 0(X,)=X; moreover, the construction has to break off after a fmite 
number of steps, since i < j implies x1 Q zf. Hence, for some m, we will 
obtain an X, with no superfluous elements and we can choose Y=Xm. 
LEMMA 2.10. Ifo(X)=w”l+...+o.?~(orl>...>~k), XEX and u(z)<cJk, 
then x is superfluous. 
PROOF. Let x and X be as assumed. We distinguish between the 
cases that 01k is a limit number and a successor. 
Case I. 01k is a limit number. Then zc(x)<o? for some /3<c$. There 
will be a well-ordering G’ extending G such that 
IX, ~‘I~w**+...+co4-1+~s. 
By the assumptions 1 UX(S), G ‘I <&< oai for each j( 1 <j< k - 1) and 
therefore, by lemma 2.7. (a). 
ILx(x), <‘1=1X-Uux(x), ~‘I~w”l+...+W”k-*+OB. 
In this argument each y(p <y <OLD) can be substituted for @. Therefore 
Z(x) = o(X). 
Case II. nk=p+l. In this case oak= Uira 0O.i. Let u(z)<m.j and 
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let i> j(& j E 0). There is a well-order G ’ extending < such that 
IX, <‘I>o~l+...+w*~+o~.i. 
Applying Lemma 2.7. b) and a) we obtain 
I&+$ <‘I >w”‘+ . ..+o+l+d(i-j). 
Again i> j is arbitrary, so Z(x) =0(X). 
The next two lemmas are needed only in the proof of theorem 2.13 
in the case that o(X) is uncountable. 
LEMNA 2.11. If X contains no superfluous elements, then there is a 
Y C X such that u {Z(y)ly E X)=0(X), but for each z E Y, 
u NY)lY E -w4 <o(X)* 
PROOF. As in the proof of lemma 2.9 we construct sequences X0, Xi, . . . 
and 20, 21, . . . Again X0=X and X,,+l =Lx,(s,,). Here however we take 
xA to be an element of X, such that u {Z(y)ly E Lx,,(xn)}=o(X) if such 
an element exists. This procedure has to break off again for a certain 
m and we can take Y =X,,,. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let Y C X fullfill the conditions of lemma 2.11. Let 
v=cof (o(X)), and, for 8~7, 8 a limit, let (y~}t<e be a strictly increasing 
sequence of elements in Y. Then there is an element ye E Y such that 
y~<ye for all E<8. 
PROOF. It is obvious that, in Y, z< y iff Ly(x) C Ly(y) and iff 
Uy(y) C Up(x). Therefore, to show that under the conditions of the 
lemma ye exist in Y, it is sufficient to show that 
n UY(~E)#$ or that u Ly(y~)fY. 
tee b<B 
For that purpose, define, for each [< 19 the ordinal 
Pa’ wdY)lY E WYd 
Then, by the conditions of lemma 2.11, pe<o(X). 
Furthermore, since 8 <q=cof (o(X)), lJa<e pe<o(X). But this implies 
W(Y)lY E ELJe wYE)l=6q Wx(Y)lY E LyCYd>= < 
pe Ta<o(x)= .g lx(y). 
So, ifldeed, lJt<~ Ly(yt)#Y. 
THEOREM 2.13. For each wpo <X, < > , there is a well-ordering < ’ 
of X extending < such that [X, G ‘I =0(X, G). 
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PROOF. By induction on o(X)=& + . . . +o’+ (OLD> . . . sock). If o(X) is 
a successor the result is trivial. So we can assume &k> 1. Using lemma 2.2 
a well-ordening of length o(z) of any subset of X as guaranteed by 
lemma 2.9 can be extended to the whole of X. This means that X can 
be assumed to be free of superfluous elements. Then by lemma 2.10, 
for each x E X, u(z)>c+. 
Let < ’ be a well-order extending G such that IX, G ‘I > c#l+ . . . + wok-l 
andlet \z]~‘=o~l+ . . . +o‘+*. From theobviousfact that ]z&‘+u(x) <o(X), 
we obtain ~(2) <oak and therefore u(x) =wQ. This implies that it is 
sufficient to extend G to a well-ordering ~1 on U(x) such that 
lU(@, <II =Q.fk. In other words, without loss of generality we can assume 
that o(X) =wb for some OL> 1. 
Finally let us assume that Y fulfills the conditions of 2.12. Wedistinguish 
the cases that OL is a successor and a limit ordinal. 
CASE I. a =/l+ 1. In this case oL* = o.J@. w and cof (CO”) = CO. Let (~~}~rw be 
a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals such that yo = 0 and lJl~o~~~ = ~9. 
We will define a strictly increasing sequence {zt}acm in X and a well- 
ordering < ’ extending Q such that, for each i E w IL(rs), <‘I > 78. This 
will obviously be sufficient. We can take x0 to be a minimal element of X. 
Assume xn and < ’ on L(z%) have been .defined in such a way that 
I&Ga), Q ‘I 2 yn. Note that u(x,) =o”. Hence, there is a well-order <i 
extending G on U(x,) such that IU(x,), Q 11 >yn+i. We can now take 
zn+i such that ~xn+ll+ =yn+i and we extend G ’ to L&+i) -L(x,J by 
identifying < ’ with Q i on that set. Now, indeed IL(x,+i), < ‘1~ yn+i. 
CASE II. OL is a limit. Let r~=cof (~3) and let {rc}~<~ be a sequence 
of ordinals such that yo = 0 and for each limit number 6 < 7, “/a = Ue <d 7~ 
and lJdCr, yb=wLI. (Note that, in case cof (o”)=o, as is the case for all 
countable ordinals, we could use the same proof as in case I). 
We will define a strictly increasing sequence {JQ}~<~ of elements of Y 
and a well-order G ’ of X such that, for each 5 ~7, IL&&, <‘I 2 ye. 
We can take yo to be a minimal element of Y. If 6 < 7 is a limit number, 
then we just have to insure that there is a yd E Y such that, for each 
6~ 6, ye <yd, but this follows from 2.12. If &= 5 + 1, it is sufficient to 
find a ye> yc and a well-ordering < i extending G such that 
ILdYE) -WYt), <ll>Y& 
We first note that, by the properties of Y 
Wx(Y)IY E LYCYE)> < way so U{~x(Y)lY~ UY(yE)}=wa. 
Since bc is a limit number this means that there exist a ye and a /l such 
that Zx(ye) > CO@> Zx(yc) and CO@> YE. Let =G i be a well-ordering of Lx(y~) 
such that ILx(yr), < 11 >co@. Since Z(yc) <COG, by 2.7 (a), 
[Lx(Yc) -Lx(Yc), G II > w8> YE, as required. 
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COR. 2.14. For each x E X, Z(x) +u(x) go(X) and hence Z(x) < o(X), i.e. 
superfluous elements do not exist. 
PROOB. Apply theorem 2.13 to L(x) and U(x) to obtain ~1 and aa 
extending < on L(z) and U(x) respectively such that IL(x), < 11=1(z) 
and IL(s), G 21 =zc(x). Finally define Q ’ to agree with Q 1 on L(x), with 
G s on U(z) and such that y < ‘x for each y E L(x), z E U(x). 
G’ is a well-order of length Z(z) +u(z) extending < on X. 
Con. 2.15. If ~(X)=w~l+...+w~+~>...>nk) and XEX, then 
u(x) > oak. 
PROOF. Immediate from 2.14 and 2.10. 
COR. 2.16. If o(X) =0@1+ . . . +o”, then there is an x E X such that 
u(x) = WI and w”l+...+o~~-1~Z(x). 
PROOF. Let Q ’ be a well-order on X as provided by theorem 2.13 
and let lzl~‘=oorl+ . . . +r#*-1, then x fulfills the required conditions. 
COR. 2.17. If o(X)=& + . . . +oQ, then, for some m E o, there are 
xi, . . . . xnz E X such that o( U(xr) u . . . u U(z,)) =o‘Q and 
0&(x1) n . . . n L(xm))=dl+ . . . +@+I. 
PROOF. We define a sequence xi, 22, . . . . Choose x1 as x in the proof 
of 2.16. Assume xl, . . . . x1, are such that o( U(xr) u . . . u U(x,)) = wak and 
O(L(xI) n . . . n L(x~)) > CD + . . . +&k-l. Then there is a well-ordering G ’ 
0f L(zl) n . . . n L(xJ and a y E L(xl) n . . . n L(xn) such that IyI<‘= 
c&1+ . . . +wak-1. 
Choose xn+i to be y. Then o( U(xl) u . . . u U(x,+,)) = ~0. It is clear 
that, for some m E co, o(L(xr) n . . . n L(x~)) will be equal to cJl + . . . + ePc-1, 
otherwise we would obtain an infinite sequence of the wrong kind in X. 
5 3. COMPUTATION OF O(x) 
In this section we will compute the value of o(X) for some specific 
wr)o’s (X, G). In the sequel we will always assume that X and Y are 
disjoint. 
DEF. 3.1. X f Y and X x Y denote the disjoint union and the 
Cartesian product respectively of X and Y. If < 1, < 2 are wr)o’s on X, Y 
respectively, then < i+ Q 2 is the disjoint union of Q 1, < 2 and Q 1 x f 2 
is the order defined on X x Y by letting (x, y) < (z’, y’) iff x< 1x’ and 
y< sy’. If m E w, Xn will denote the obvious Cartesian product and 
X” = Unw Xa. We define G i* on X* by letting a < r*b iff a = (al, . . ., a,), 
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b=(b1, . ..) bn) and there is a strictly increasing # from (1, . . ., m} into 
(1, ***, n} such that, for all i( 1 gi gm), a~ <&t,. 
THEOREM 3.2. o(X) is a successor ordinal iff, for some 2 E X, Ux(x) = {z}, 
in which case o(X) =I@) + 1. 
PROOF. + Let o(X) =or+ 1. For some well-order <’ extending <, 
IX, ~‘1 =OL+ 1. Let x EX be the last element of this well-order. It is 
clear that U(x) = (z}. 
-c= Let XEX and U(z)={z>. By Cor. 2.14, Z(x)+ 1 <o(X). For some 
well-order <’ extending Q, IX, ~‘1 =0(X). By Lemma 2.5, IX-(x}, ~‘1 
g&r). Since to this last ordering of X-(x} we can add 2 as a greatest 
element, also o(z) Q Z(z) + 1. 
Our next purpose will be to show that o(X + Y) =0(X) # o(Y) and 
0(Xx Y)=o(X) >)((o(Y), h w ere # and x are the natural sum and product 
of Hessenberg (cf. Bachmann [B]): if 
and 
oc=coO1+... foP(LX1> . . . >ock) 
then 
where (yi, . . . . yk+r) is a rearrangement of (0~1, . . . . OLD, 81, . . . . /?I) such that 
y1> *-* >yk+Z and oc >)(( @= &,j)<(k,l) 0 q#@f, where Zstands for a natural 
sum of an arbitrary finite number of factors. 
LEMMA 3.3. For all ordinals 01, B, y, 
a) a#B=B# (x and OL x/?=,!3 ~(oc, 
b) a #(B+l)=b #B)+L 
c) if (OL, p)<(y, 6) then OL #p<y #d and &x(B<yx& 
d) if OL and @ are limit numbers, then 01 # p= i&d)< ta.~) (y # 9), 
e) if /?<cJ and y<&; then /?#y<o”, 
f) a x (B #Y) = (a x B) # (a x Y), 
g) if /3<cN and y< o.+, then j3 x y <ww”. 
PROOF. (a), (b) and (c) are trivial. (d) Let 
OL=o.D+ . ..+&. ~=oB1+...+~s~,orl~...>oc~>O 
and pi>... 2 /!?l> 0. W.1.o.g. we can assume that CGk>#?& In that case 
OL #j3= u &9(oI # (d’+...+d’-l+~). 
rl<- 
So oc #b< u&,.d)<(o$) (y # 6). The reverse inequality is immediate from 
(b); (e) and (f) are trivial and (g) follows from (e). 
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THEOREM 3.4. o(X + Y) =0(X) # o(Y). 
PROOF. Let o(X) =OL, o( Y) = B. The theorem will be proved by induction 
on (a, B). 
I. Either 01 or /I is a successor. Without loss of generality assume p 
is, i.e. /?=r+ 1. By theorem 3.2, for some YE Y, Uy(y)=(y} and Zy(y)=y. 
By the induction hypothesis, o(X +Ly(y)) =OL # y. 
Applying theorem 3.2 again gives 
o(X + Y) = (0~ # y) + 1 = (by Lemma 3.3(b)) OL # (y + 1) =a # p. 
II. Both ar and p are limit numbers. By Lemma 3.3 (d), it is sufficient 
to prove that 
o@+Y)= u (Y#b 
W.d) < W. B) 
By Lemma 2.6 (and theorem 3.2), 0(X+ Y) = (JxrXuP Zx+r(z). By the 
induction hypothesis, 2x+&z) = y # 6 for some (y, 6) < ((x, /?). This implies that 
o(X + Y) =G u(y,d) < (Q) (y # 6). On the other hand, assume that (y, 8) < (oc, /?). 
Without loss of generality we can assume that 6 <@. For some y E Y, Zr(y) > 6. 
By the induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.3 (c) now 
o(X+Ly(y)) a y # 6, whence also 0(X+ Y)> 
(y.d);a.B) (' #')* 
THEOREM 3.6. o(X x Y) = o(X) X o(Y). 
PROOF. Let o(X) =oc, o(Y) =/l. The proof will be by induction on (a, /?). 
I. 01=&l+...+&, fi=w@l+...+o@J with either k>l or Z>l. For 
example, assume Z> 1. In that case, for some m E w, there are yi, . . ., ym E Y 
such that for Yr = Uy(yr) u . . . u Ur(ym) and 
Yz=Ly(y1) n . . . nLY(y,), Y= YlU Yz, o(Y~)=osl+...+cd~-l 
and o( Y a) = c&. 
We now have 
0(Xx Y)<o(Xx(Y1+Ya))=o((Xx Y1)+(Xx Y2))= 
=(~x(~~l+...+o~~-l))#(arx~~z)=ar))((~ 
(induction hypothesis, lemma 3.3 (f)). 
Since it is clear that o(X x Y) >o(ac x /?) it is now sufficient to prove 
that o(o1 x /?)>a >3((B. Define, for (i, j), (m, n) <(k, I), (i, j)<’ (m, n) iff 
CQ # /3j tolm # &,. Next extend < ’ in an arbitrary way to a linear ordering 
<a; by Lemma 3.3 (c), <b is an extension of < . 
Let us write, for all A, B C y (where y is an ordinal), A <B for 
Va E AV@ E B(or c/3). Finally define Al, . . ., Ar, BI, . . ., BJ in such a way 
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that a=Alu...uAk, /9-B1u...uBl, 
Then 01 x B= U(Z,J)G (XJ) (At x Bh. 
Applying the induction hypothesis for each (i, j) <(k, Z) we can extend 
G to a well-order Q ’ on At x B, such that IAr x B,, < “I= LC)~ >)(( cd? = wq#@. 
< ’ is extended to be a well-order of the whole set A x B by requiring 
that, if z E Al x Bj and w E A, x B,, then x< “w iff (i, j) cb(m,, n). Clearly 
IOLX@, ~“]=a>)((~, whence o(ocx/?)>o~>)((~. 
II. LX = CO&~ and /9= ~4. Take an arbitrary (2, y) E X x Y. 
L((x, Y))=(Lx(x) SLY) U @x(x)x UY(Y)) U (UX(X) xL~(y)), whence, 
by Theorem 3.4, 
4(x9 Y)) G@&) x LY(Y)) # o(~x(4 x UY(Y)) # o(Ux(x) XLY(Y)) = 
(by the induction hypothesis) (y x 6) # (gal >)(( 6) # (y XC&) for some 
y<lx, 6 <B. Each of the three terms in this natural sum is <0.?1#~1, so, 
by Lemma 3.3 (e), Z((z, y))<0”1#~1, whence o(X x Y) gc~“l#~r=w~l >)(( I&. 
Again it is sufficient to show o(a xp) >or x 8. To prove this by induction 
we consider two subcases. 
IIa. Either 0~1 or ,!?I is a successor. For example let /ll= y+ 1. Then 
,y.fl=&‘.w and ,-#= (J. ,Ea, Bt, where, for each i, j(i < j< w), Bt< Bj and 
lBr/ = 09’. By the induction hypothesis, o(w”i x wy) = wal#“. Therefore, 
o(w@i x ~~1) > wal#y .w = w@#~)+’ = ~o~l#~i (Lemma 3.3 (b)). 
IIb. Both 0~1 and /3r are limitnumbers. In that case, by Lemma 3.3 (d), 
wal#81= u * wY#a 
(Y.4 4 Wl.Bl) 
An application of the induction hypothesis now gives the desired result. 
DEF. 3.6. $= l,a.??=d >)((B and, if y is a limit number, then 
or/= u@<y d. 
LEMMA 3.7. If o(X)= oc, then, for each n E w, o(Xn)=G. 
PROOF. Immediate from Theorem 3.5. 
LEMMA 3.8. (w~)~=(wJ')~ for all 1. 
PROOF. By induction on A. 
(@qTi = (c,,a$);i x w@@ = (induction hypothesis) 
bwS)” x wwB=wJ.a ))((wo~~w"B.a#os~wru~~a+l~~(wcvB)J+~. 
DEF 3.9. A sequence {CC& <a over X is a majorixing sequence for X, if, 
for each x E X and each B<Lx, there is a &9<6<ar) such that x<xf. 
14 Indagationes 
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LEMMA 3.10. There are majorizing sequences for X and, if {x~}t<~ is 
a majorizing sequence for X, then lJtta Z(xe) =0(X) provided only that 
o(X) is a limit number. 
PROOF. Trivial. 
THEOREM 3.11. If o(X)=n, then o(X*)=o@-‘. 
PROOF. By induction on n. For o(X) = 1, clearly 0(X*) = o = UP’. 
Assume the theorem to be valid for n and let o(X) =n + 1. By theorem 3.2, 
for some x E X, U(x) ={x} and L(x) =X -{xl. By the induction hypothesis, 
o((L(x))‘) = co’um-l. 
Define, for any m E o, A, to be the set of elements of X* with exactly 
m occurrences of x. If aE A,, then a can be written uniquely as 
aoxalxa2x . . . xam with ao, . . . . am E (L(x))*. If a and b are both elements 
of Am, then a<% iff (ao, . . . . om)<(bo, . . . . bm) in ((ZJ(~))*)~. Lemmas 3.7 
and 3.8 imply then that o(A,) = (oY@-~)~, whence 0(X*) > (wJ~-‘)~ = cc)m%. 
For the proof of the reverse inequality assume yo, yi, . . . to be an 
enumeration of L(x) in which each element of L(x) occurs infinitely often. 
Then d,-,=yo, di=doxyi, dz=dixyz, . . . will be a majorizing sequence for 
X*. By Lemma 3.9, it will be sufficient to show that, for each rnEm, 
lX*(dm) <Cl@. Since L.&Zo)= (Lx(yo))*, we have, by the induction 
hypothesis of the theorem Z-&Q Q w+-’ < a@. Consider an arbitrary 
e E Lr*(dm+i). If an occurrence of x in e is such that e= eixez, then we 
call this occurrence left siaed if dm<*ei, right sided if ym+ig*ez. 
Note that each occurrence of x in e is left sided or right sided, that 
occurrences of x to the left of a leftsided occurrence of x are left sided 
and that occurrences of x to the right of a rightsided occurrence of x 
are right sided. This means that e can be written in the form eixesxes, 
where the two explicit occurrences of x are neigthboring left sided and 
right sided occurrences, el E Lx*(dm), e2 E (LX(X))* and e3 E (L&/m))*. 
(Degenerate cases, where e contains no left sided occurrences of x, no 
right sided occurrences of x, or no occurrences of x at all can be sub- 
sumed in the following argument by writing e in the form ezxes, eixez or ez 
respectively). From this it follows that 
h(dm+l) <o(L-*(dm) x (Lx(x))* x (LX(Ym))*)- 
By the induction hypothesis (for m) and theorem 3.5 this implies that 
ZX*(dm+l) gZx*(d,) x oP*-l x c~@-~, 
Finally the induction hypothesis (for m) and lemma 3.3 (g) give the 
required Zx+(dm+l) < w@. 
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